Where to Stay
Delegates are responsible for booking their own accommodation and/or parking, if required, when
attending the conference. There are many options in the centre of Edinburgh to suit a range of budgets,
as the city is served by most of the well-known chains.
The Institute has arranged fixed preferential rates at the Hilton Edinburgh Grosvenor as follows:
Hilton Edinburgh Grosvenor
Grosvenor Street Haymarket
Edinburgh EH12 5EF
United Kingdom
Telephone: 0131 226 6001
Description
This modern hotel in a historic 1860s listed building is situated at Edinburgh’s West End. It is only a few
minutes’ walk from Edinburgh International Conference Centre and just 200 metres from Edinburgh
Haymarket’s railway station, bus and tram stops.
The hotel is housed over two buildings – a main building and a townhouse across the road – and has a
bar and restaurant. Like many Edinburgh City Centre hotels it does not have parking but there are public
car parks close by.
The location for the Conference Dinner at The Scottish Café and Restaurant is a flat 30 minute stroll away
or 5-10 minutes on a tram or bus.
Institute Rate: £125 per room bed and breakfast (single occupancy)
Dates: Tuesday 1 May and/or Wednesday 2 May 2018 according to availability.
To make a reservation
Click here to reserve your room online with a credit or debit card. Payment will be taken when you
check in. Please note the Hilton’s terms and conditions re cancellations, as the Institute has no
jurisdiction over these.

Where to Park
While ICF encourages the use of public transport, if you do need to drive to the conference please note
that on-street parking in Edinburgh is metered, and predominantly for permit holders only. Parking in a
car park is an option as many offer 24 hour+ stays. Another alternative is to use one of the park and ride
facilities on the outskirts of the City if you are travelling daily but they do not allow 24-hour parking.
If you have opted to stay at the Hilton Grosvenor Hotel, the two closest public car parks are:
Just Park Distillery Lane – you must pre book your space
Brittania Parking at Edinburgh Scottish Widows – opposite the EICC

